1. FEATURES
- Wheel size input
- Computer settings
- Computer display
- Trip information reset
- Speed meter
- Trip distance
- Trip average
- Trip maximum
- Trip minimum
- Trip total distance
- Trip average speed
- Trip maximum speed
- Trip minimum speed
- Trip total time
- Trip distance (miles)
- Trip average speed (mph)
- Trip maximum speed (mph)
- Trip minimum speed (mph)
- Trip total time (h)
- Trip distance (km)
- Trip average speed (kph)
- Trip maximum speed (kph)
- Trip minimum speed (kph)
- Trip total time (h)

3. SERVICE PROGRAMME
- Service information
- Service reminders
- Service schedule
- Service warnings
- Service indicators
- Service notes

4. TRIP INFORMATION RESET
- Trip information reset
- Trip information recall
- Trip information display
- Trip information storage
- Trip information retrieval
- Trip information analysis

5. SPEED COMPARATOR
- Speed comparator
- Speed comparator display
- Speed comparator analysis
- Speed comparator storage
- Speed comparator retrieval
- Speed comparator notes

6. SERVICE PROGRAMME
- Service information
- Service reminders
- Service schedule
- Service warnings
- Service indicators
- Service notes

8. CLOCK SETTING
- Clock setting
- Clock display
- Clock adjustment
- Clock information
- Clock notes

9. COMPUTER FUNCTIONS
- Computer functions
- Computer display
- Computer adjustment
- Computer information
- Computer notes

10. MALFUNCTION & PROBLEM
- Malfunction
- Problem display
- Problem adjustment
- Problem information
- Problem notes

11. START THE COMPUTER
- Start the computer
- Computer display
- Computer adjustment
- Computer information
- Computer notes